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ABSTRACT
PolypHony, Opus 42 is a concert displaying motion as the integral force of life. It
is an eﬀort to convey, through motion, community and human belonging in flux within a
world that is both complex and harmonious. Aristotle of the 4th century BCE wrote, “In
all things which have a plurality of parts, and which are not a total aggregate, but a
whole of some sort distinct from the parts,..” He touches on the idea of identity as a
whole entity being something other than just the sum of its parts. I apply this concept
to community, that though we are all distinct individuals, there is a unique singular
identity formed by coming together. By deriving inspiration from movement patterns in
eco-systems, and abstracting patterns found in nature, such as the fibonacci sequence, I created a choreographic work to capture and highlight the relationship of
interdependent and interweaving individuals creating a distinctive whole.
All nine members of my cast open this four part series beginning with an a cappella body percussive section eluding to spontaneous generation. Then, supported by
three Baroque orchestral pieces by Bach, Vitali, and Beethoven, the dancers develop
ideas of creative ignition, growth, community, singularity, and connection through artistic kinesis. The choreographic process, the interplay between choreographer and
dancers in the activity of movement creation is an integral part of my thesis work equal
to the product itself. This is the documentation of that work, Polyphony, Opus 42.
which debuted in the Earle Ernst Lab at University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa on February
26th 2020. It is written in autobiographical format and arranged into three parts: the
original thesis proposal, my choreographic process, and the culminating production.
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Proposal Abstract
PolypHony, Opus 42 is a concert displaying motion as the integral force of life. It
is an eﬀort to convey, through motion, community and human belonging in flux within a
world that is both complex and harmonious. Aristotle of the 4th century BCE wrote, “In
all things which have a plurality of parts, and which are not a total aggregate, but a
whole of some sort distinct from the parts,..” He touches on the idea of identity as a
whole entity being something other than just the sum of its parts. I apply this concept
to community, that though we are all distinct individuals there is a unique singular
identity formed by coming together. By deriving inspiration from movement patterns in
eco-systems, as a whole made of many parts, and abstracting patterns found in
nature, such as the fibonacci sequence, my aim is to create a kaleidoscope of kinetic
physical melody that depicts the wonder and rhythm of life.
Three individual sections make up this work with some of the same
choreographic phrases intermingling between them. The first is an exuberant allegro
performed to Bach’s Partita No. 2 for Violin in D Minor. Next is a cascading piece of
continuous motion performed to Vitali’s most famous work, Chaconne In G Minor. The
third, is a contemplative piece that conveys inclusion. It is generated from the idea that
the function of the whole is its own kind of cognition. I see it as a place of belonging. It
will be performed to Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92. Elements of
body percussion will be incorporated into all three movements, adding sound and
emphasizing rhythm within the overarching structure. My hope is to weave throughout
all three pieces an interplay and symbolism between human mechanics and the human
spirit.
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Thesis Timetable
Submit Proposal: October 11th, 2019
Committee Formation Date upon acceptance of Proposal: October 24th, 2019
Rehearsals Fall Semester: October 14th, 2019 thru December 10th, 2019
(tentative holiday break rehearsals)
Rehearsals Spring Semester: January 13th, 2020 thru February 18th, 2020
Tech Week: February 22nd, 2020 thru February 25, 2020
Show: February 26th, 2020 thru March 1st, 2020
First Draft of Thesis Written Documentation: March 11th, 2020
Thesis Documentation and Video Submitted: April 16th, 2020
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Thesis Proposal
As a culmination of my studies at UH-Manoa I would like to process what I’ve
learned during these last two years through the creation of my thesis. An enduring
principle in our department has been the importance of Practice As Research within
our art form. I have learned and also watched my professors generate choreographic
material. Likewise, I would like to approach this work by creating 9 phrases as material
to manipulate and work with. PolypHony, Opus 42 is about community, the harmony of
individual parts making a whole. As a method for constructing phrases I look to ecosystems in the natural realm emulating their sequencing, patterns, and staging.
I have been taken in by the beauty of the forest and the sea. I grew up in the
Sierra Nevada mountains among the pines as a child and slept at night on a ship to the
swaying of the sea as an adult. This semester I have been honored to be a part of the
UH scientific diving course. As a part of this course we have been examining a small
coral reef on the eastern side of the island. I have played with my working title PolypHony - to reference the coral or polyp, I am using as inspiration for my piece.
Sadly, the reefs are aﬀected by the rise in ocean temperature and we are witnessing
the decline in health of the coral. I find the rejuvenation of nature and natural healing
processes inspiring and encouraging. They give me hope that what is decaying now
may, with care, grow again. I will implement these concepts of decline and then
increase, juxtaposing decay and growth through the choreography. A similar concept
from the natural world I use as fuel is the regeneration of the Pinus Contorta. The Pinus
Contorta commonly known as the Lodgepole pine is a fire-dependent species.
Lodgepoles burn easily in forest fires but their serotinous cones need extreme heat to
open and germinate. Out of the ashes new life begins. This is a key theme for me as I
create the second movement of my work to Vitali’s composition.
Three paramount courses I have taken at UH Manoa contributing to my
artistic process are Composition, LMA, and Choreography. Though all three overlap
conceptually and compliment one another, I can pin-point clearly, in each, what has
most significantly changed the way I envision dance and the creation of kinetic art. In
4

Peiling Kao’s composition class I was challenged to generate material in quantity and
exposed to pedestrian gesture and diﬀerent modes of movement. In Gregg Lizenbery’s
LMA class my movement vocabulary expanded as though a new range of motion was
tagged, identified, and can now be resurfaced for creative use. Betsy Fisher’s
Choreography course was paramount for me in understanding quality in a gesture or
movement, with special attention to focus as well as diﬀerent methods for manipulating
phrases. I hope to implement all of these aspects into my creative habit as much
needed tools for originating new dance works.
I plan to adorn all three pieces with body percussive rhythms as a jeweled motif,
emphasizing and making choices that highlight the sounds we make as we move. At
the beginning of my piece dancers will snap and slide their fingers until a rhythm is
revealed as they make their way onto the dance floor. They will start with one dance
phrase with an incorporated, simple rhythm, then, it will build into two phrases with
percussive rhythms. The third rhythm will emphasize certain parts of the first rhythm,
but with an entirely new dance phrase and end in a unison phrase that bridges all
three.
Bach’s lively violin will break this percussive introduction. This piece is
comprised of 6 dancers jumping and diving to the floor. I have always wanted to
choreograph a piece that exuded a similar vitality to the 5th section of Paul Taylor’s
Esplanade. Here is my chance to rise to the challenge! Gravity becomes my friend as I
work with weight in a swinging pendulum fashion aiding the momentum of my dancers
and bringing an unbound feeling to the piece. There should be a humorous element
toward the end as the dancers have kept up the pace and do not resolve until the very
last move. I will perform in this portion of the dance with my cast.
The two sections of movement, thereafter, to Vitali and Beethoven look at the
individual and whole from diﬀerent perspectives. Vitali looks at organic growth,
revivification, fluctuating cycles, while Beethoven’s Symphony 7, Op. 92, is a cognitive
piece stimulating mind-body connectivity and the quality of being present in the
moment. I would like to play with weight sharing and convey time in slow-motion.
Percussive elements will be easier to implement in this piece because of its tempo and
5

meter. Within it I will create a solo for my male dancer and aﬀect staging that provokes
isolation and then enables communication again. As the symphony diminishes my
dancers will softly echo some of the percussive elements with which we began the
work.

Choreographic Process
I will create pieces inspired by what I’ve seen and experienced. PaR methods
will be incorporated through improvisation during self-appointed study times. I like to
experiment with movement combinations on the bodies of my dancers by evolving the
preliminary work through fluctuations in timing and dynamics, quality, initiation, and
manipulating the body of my dancers spatially. Where they are facing, how they are
placed on stage, and with whom they might interact are key elements to the
choreography. The staging will be intricate as movement patterns are intrinsically
important to this piece. Much of my rehearsal time is trial and error. I give my dancers
something and then see it on their bodies in order to ignite new ideas. I can manipulate
the material so that it suits the desired expression or change it to suit how their
individual personality fits the phrase.
I will have periodic input and feedback from my committee, as well as ask my
dancers for their thoughts and input. It’s vital to me that my dancers connect to the
movement in their own way. I tend to be more democratic in my approach, watching
how my dancers instinctively place the movement I give them into their bodies and
allowing that to change how the phrase is formed. I also tend to ask for inputs,
opinions, and votes about which phrase feels best next, how they might want to sync
choreography up. In other words, I might give them three phrases then tell them to pick
two of the three. I would ask my dancers to take 4 counts of their choice within those
two phrases and slow it down, and then take 8 counts within the two phrases and
speed it up. I would give them a couple minutes on their own to work out their choices
within those guidelines and then show me. I will be constantly discerning whether or
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not I am conveying my choreographic ideas well and will be ready to easily adjust a
phrase that is not working.

Generating Choreographic Material by Creating Phrases:
4- body percussion (3x8s)
3- per movement (2x8s, 3x8s, 4x8s)

Music
Movement 1
Body Percussion

…1:30

Partita No. 2 for Violin in D Minor, BWV 1004: IV. Gigue.
Johann Sebastian Bach. Artist: Hilary Hahn.

…3:23

Movement 2
Chaconne In G Minor. Tomaso Antonio Vitali.
Artist: Nemanja Radulovic & Guillaume Fontanarosa

…7:47

Movement 3
Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92: II. Allegretto. Ludwig van Beethoven.
Artist: Bernard Haitink & London Symphony Orchestra
Total Duration of work

…7:41
…20:21

Scenic Design
The stage setting will have minimal scenic design in that there will be no structural
pieces of scenery or props. I want the dance to be entirely focused on the movements
of bodies and how they interact with one another. Though there will not be structural
elements added to the scene, lighting will be an integral, synthesized, even interactive
element of the overall work.
7

Costume Design
Bright Pedestrian form fitting clothes. No patterns. Pants preferred, various lengths. I
desire variety, but want to make sure costuming isn’t over-emphasizing or detracting
from the visual as a whole. Emphasis on the color palette below would include
Galapagos, Antique Royal, Gold, and Cardinal Red.

Image 1.2 Costume

B

A

C

Photos of Hubbard
Street Dance
Chicago. Photos by
Todd Rosenberg.

Cast List
Dulcinea Sabin, Chloe Groom, Alex Swain, Tahirih Perez, Kayla Eisenberg,
Josh Shaheed, Kristin Johnson, Tavehi Tafiti
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Lighting Design
I want the lighting to be its own artistic choreography- a
synergistic concept instead of a complimentary design to illuminate my
dancers. I am currently enrolled in Beginning Lighting Design and would
like to apply concepts I am learning artistically to my piece in hopes to
intertwine the two disciplines. The lights must dance! The overall lighting
themes for PolypHony are rhythmic transitions, high contrast with bold
highlights, array of color with a dominant amber, textured elements, and
visible angles. Definitive spools of light will guide the dancers to the spot
they need to go at times. In the opening, a soft spool of light illumines
the stage and alerts the audience to the vacancy, dancers enter from all
over the theatre. At the beginning of the 3rd movement, the cyc should
be dark and only a definitive patch mid stage should be seen as the
dancers come into the light. I would like to add shadow to the shape my
choreography makes. Lighting trees side stage in various tones can help
further shape the dancers’ bodies. I would like to synchronize the
lighting transitions with dance progressions with special attention to
timing with the music. Succession of lighting transition and change in
hue may help convey mood further. I see the first and second movement
as having many colors, bright tonality, and textures, in contrast to the
third movement high in a dualistic contrast of light and dark. As in most
art I hope to achieve the great paradox of simplicity/peace and
complexity/variation with my lighting scheme.
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Image 1.1 Ideas for Lighting Design

Color and Contrast:
A. design by Sinead Mckenna, C. design by
Greg Barrett, E. from IT Dansa WHIM
Fractured Fairytale, I. from Beauty In Motion,
F.L.O.W. Part III

A

Lighting Edge and Shape:
D. design by M. Miller, F. from Alvin Ailey
Dance Co, Petite Mort
Texture
B. StageLightingPrimer.com,
G. design by Jeff Greenberg,
K. design by Sinead McKenna

B

C
D

E

G
F
J

I
H

Light Shape Above &
Reflection Below
H. From LightSound Journal,
J. from Kibbutz
Contemporary Dance

K
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Proposed Production Personnel
UH Manoa production crew for Spring Footholds 2020.
• Director
• Lighting Designer
• Stage Manager/Rehearsal Assistant
• Sound Technician
• Lighting and Projection Design Technician
• Costume Crew
• Box Oﬃce and Front of House staﬀ
• Ushers

Timeline of Rehearsal Schedule
FALL SEMESTER REHEARSALS:
Group A. Monday: 3:30pm - 5:15pm. October 14th through December 9th.
Group B. Tuesday: 12:00pm - 1:30pm. October 15th through December 10th.
Group C. Friday: 5:00pm - 6:30pm. October 25th through December 6th or as needed.
Rehearsals Over Semester Break TBD

SPRING SEMESTER REHEARSALS:
TBD. Full cast rehearsals 1.5 hours, twice weekly, until tech week, January 13th
through February 21st.
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COMMITTEE VIEWINGS
• 1st Committee Viewing: November 4th, 2019. 3:45pm - 5:15pm. Lunalilo.
• 2nd Committee Viewing: December 2nd, 2019. 3:45pm-5:15pm. Lunalilo.
• 3rd Committee Viewing: Spring Semester Footholds Audition. TBA. Dance Studio.

TECH REHEARSALS:
• Sat. February 22nd Tech
• Sun. February 23rd Tech
• Mon. February 24th Run
• Tues. February 25th Run
PERFORMANCE:
• Wed. February 26th Opening Night Show
• Thurs. February 27th Show
• Fri. February 28th Show
• Sat. February 29th Show
• Sun. March 1st Show / with strike

Proposed Documentation Plan
I will be documenting the process through video and journals creating a visual
display of the process, from thematic content and segments in the whole piece as well
as influences for each choice, costume, movement, staging, and theme.
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Publicity Schedule
In line with Footholds Spring 2020
Press Release draft 8 weeks before opening.
Publicity Photo Shoot8 weeks before opening.
Cast Bios submit 7 weeks before opening
Draft Poster submit 6 weeks before opening
Facebook Event submit 6 weeks before opening
Poster Draft Final Approval 5 weeks before opening
Finished Poster 4 weeks before opening
Poster out 4 weeks before opening
Program copy 4 weeks before opening
First draft Program 3 weeks before opening Program Draft Out 2 weeks before opening

Proposed Budget
I would like a budget of $1,000.00. $350.00 to include both supplemental
costume pieces for 8 dancers and possible lighting expenditures- per Brian Shlevenko
and Michelle Brisbee. Nourishment is important for my dancers and others
participating in the show. I would like to purchase snacks for my cast for the duration
of tech week and the show run, estimated at $50.00. The remaining $600.00 I would
like to use to pay live musician(s). Compensation is for five shows and two rehearsals.

Position Statement
I am coordinating rehearsals and designing the productive elements of my
piece. This includes sound design, costume design, and assisting lighting design in
addition to creating a new choreographic work. I am generating new combinations
of motion from movement that I have encountered through training and other artists’
choreography in educational, community-based, and professional work settings. My
13

creative expression will also be influenced by what has been imprinted on me from
what I’ve seen, heard, and experienced throughout my life. I am a conveyer of mood,
and I want my piece to convey the intricacies of a community working together, an
eco-system where every person or part has an important role to play. The mood of this
piece should convey exuberance, intrigue, interdependence, intra- and inter-personal
processes. It will display the force in our everyday lives that makes up the broad
concepts of life and love. In the spirit of the piece, as a dance that examines the unique
individual, their integral relationship with another, and the whole group as its own
unreplicable entity, each dancer’s distinct artistic expression is important. I see myself
as a coach and source of encouragement for my cast. I hope to divulge new movement
in a way that helps and remains flexible to their own personal authenticity and identity
as moving artists.

Somatic Writing / Creative Process
Mov. 1. Exuberant Harmony:
Swerve. Dive, repetition, copy, collide, energy from the other person, give and
take. Play. Never stop. Come to the end, then redirect. Escalation. Interaction. Run,
Swing, Spiral.
Mov. 2. Fluctuations of Growth:
Cascade. Sequence. Multiplication. Pulling from the outside. Enjoying the ride. Air is my
medium like water is for swimming, air is for dancing. Breath. Gravity. Pendulum. Uplift.
Weighted Down. Topped out, must reverse. Force, pressure, pushes, rushes, springs
out. Revive. Fluctuating cycles.
Mov. 3. Belonging:
Cognition. Doing the work. A piece, a part. Initiation from outside vs. within. Alongside.
Together. Expressing the mundane for the sake of intimacy. Group identity. Individuality
and inclusiveness. Courage building. Each part in care of the others.
14
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Image 1.3 Underwater Eco-Systems

Images

FROM LEFT TO RIGHTTAVEUNI, FIJI CREDIT- YEN-YI LEE/ CORAL
REEF IMAGE BANK
CLOWNFISH IN ANEMONE CREDIT- CINZIA
OSELE BISMARCK / CORAL REEF IMAGE
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PALAU WEH, INDONESIA CREDIT- YEN-YI
LEE /CORAL REEF IMAGE BANK
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Image 1.4 Botanical Inspiration

ARBOR DAY FOUNDATION /
SHEEREEN OTHMAN 2017

PINUS CONTORTA CONE
KATHY MERRIFIELD / SCIENCE PHOTO
LIBRARY

Centre Chorégraphique NationalBallet De Lorraine. Merce
Cunningham

FIBONACCI-SEQUENCE
SCIENCEVIBE.COM
Fibonacci SequenceNizorbski Design

Fibonacci Sequence and
Icosahedron

Invertigo Dance TheatreLos Angeles.
invertigodance.org
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PART II. CHOREOGRAPHIC PROCESS
CHOREOGRAPHIC PROCESS
Polyphony, Opus 42. is the culmination of ideas, relationships, and personal
viewpoints of individual dancers explored and rehearsed together, over time, as
performative art. It is a kinetic interfusion of intelligent interdependence juxtaposed
with the autonomous unique individual. The idea was inspired by the function of
biological eco-systems and Aristotle’s classical notion that “a whole of some sort [is]
distinct from the parts.” I desired to embody and express the ephemeral single moment
of a group of individuals coming together, to showcase it as a ‘happening,’ and draw
attention and value to the fascinating connections that coalesce in a temporal state.
I’ve played with the medieval Western connotation of ‘temporal’ as the strong pull on a
dichotomized moral spectrum separated from the spirituality, love, and immaterial
connection associated with that which exists outside of time and the physical realm. In
so doing, the premise of my piece drew the two sides of this dichotomy into overlap
and illustrated the temporal and physical having no need of transcendence, as their
essence already embraces it. During the course of our rehearsals I was as much
invested in learning and surrendering to the choreographic process, as, creating an
eﬀective and cogent piece I and my dancers could be proud of. In this way, both the
final performance and the process of creating it have interwoven meanings.
Each portion of the choreographic work is both a stand-alone creation and one
which slides into the other, much like a thematic book of short excerpts. It is made of
four parts: Body Percussion, Bach, Vitali, and Beethoven, respectively named for the
composer to the music to which I set each portion of the piece. The stage setting
begins with starlike pin-points of light, empty of performers, nodding toward a the
sense of astronomical vastness. Rhythmic sound is created by dancers using
percussive motion as they enter the stage and continue to form complimentary
18

rhythmic patterns with each other. The second piece, is an exuberant quartet energized
with zest and newness of life performed to an allegro by Bach’s Partita No. 2 for Violin
in D Minor. Next, two dancers explore developing limbs as they synonymously
articulate through negative space. Four more dancers are impelled to the stage, joining
the duet, in a cascade of growth and connection in continuous motion performed to
Vitali’s most famous work, Chaconne In G Minor. Lastly, the fourth piece is a
contemplative piece, highlighting the individual then converging these individuals into a
community of symbiotic intelligence, displaying the idea that the function of the whole
is its own kind of cognition. It provides a place for belonging. Performed to
Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92, the choreographic sequence comes
to a resolution and the dancers exit in the same seemingly haphazard way they
assembled in the beginning. Elements of body percussion from the first portion is
incorporated into the other three movements, adding sound and emphasizing rhythm
within the over-arcing structure. In doing so, throughout all four pieces there is an
interplay between the rhythmic mechanism that brings them all together and their own
solo interpretation.
Cultivating a similar essence or goal within my rehearsal practice laid the ground
work for authenticity to my piece. For example, a part of the work set before me had
been to show each individual as unique from the other. We are diﬀerent from one
another. I wanted to delve into the ‘who’ of each person, to let them take on aspects of
their own distinctiveness within the piece. In this way my concept is not so abstract,
but rather practical. I both wanted to convey individuality, and, through conversation
and observation in rehearsal found ways of movement which were intrinsic to each
person’s self-identification. The sum of the whole, these individuals dancing together,
became a distinct creation in itself as each dancer was invited to bring their own ipseity
to the group.
Over the course of five months Polyphony, Opus 42. changed indelibly. It was in
a constant state of flux and evolution. In every aspect, from choreographic
impossibilities to new insights and themes for movement, from injuries and
spontaneous re-blockings to new cast members and volunteer swings, the piece
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sustained momentum but was constantly diverted into a new stream, much like a river
rushing around a new fallen boulder or tree carving a new path. My cast, advisors, and
I, glided around each unforetold circumstance and let it create a new path. Production
elements such as music cuts, costume decisions, and lighting quick-solves were all
part of the experience of creating this performative piece. It was a journey much like
the dance, filled with ideas, relationships, and personal viewpoints that all
amalgamated together in concord to bring a dance piece to life that couldn’t have
happened any other way.

Body Percussion
Two dance avenues of inspiration prompted me to create a percussive
movement concept in order to interpret my theme. The first was an emergent hip hop
piece I had the pleasure of viewing at the American College Dance Association, West
Conference during my second year of studies. The second was an aﬃnity for captured
performative flash mobs viewed many times over on Youtube. I wanted to integrate
Image 2.1 Body Percussion Rehearsal

body percussive movement into a
contemporary dance context. Body
Percussive movement is more rooted in a
social or street dance context because it is
rhythmic and readily conducive to dance
movement that is staccato by nature. I saw
a dance piece called Silence by dancer/
choreographers from Orange County
Community College at the ACDA, West

Conference. It was a hip hop piece, without an overlaying song, built on body
percussive rhythms. I had seen body percussion displays before but had never seen
such intricate dance choreography utilized by it. I thought, if they were able to integrate
body percussion with advanced hip hop movement, then it is possible to fuse body
percussion into a contemporary dance structure as well. The carrot of possibility dallied
on a stick in before my mind’s eye.
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The other attraction to this idea is in its very essence. It allows the dancer to
become their own source for creating the performative state, sensory input/output for
both movement and sound originates from the performer. The relationship between the
two is no longer outside the dancer either driving or supporting the music, but now
becomes integrated into one. I wanted a spontaneous generation aﬀect. Flash mobs
were the closest performative link to my idea I could think of, because though it is
rehearsed, the experience of it is as though ‘something has come from nothing’. To
speak the word ‘creation,’ ‘universe,’ ‘galaxy’ ‘magic’ is too loaded and filled with
perceptions and interpretations I don’t necessarily want clouding the clarity of my idea.
I wanted to convey the dancer as the source of energy, source of life, and many
dancers as a spontaneous convergence.
I called my sister, Tiﬀany, who had tortured my teenage slumber many Saturday
mornings with practice sessions on her drum set outside my adolescent bedroom. I
explained over the phone what I was hoping to do. Familiar with her expertise, I asked
for her collaboration on composing rhythms. I needed to know, what kind of rhythm
sequences are appealing to the human ear. Together, we came up with two main
complimentary sequences of 2 measures or 1-eight count repeated three times and
then adding a 1 eight-count break of a new rhythm to create a complete phrase. Using
Image 2.2 T.J.’s Rhythms email

Gmail - RHYTHMS!

10/20/19, 9(51 AM

Sophia Elizabeth Carter <sophiaelizacarter@gmail.com>

RHYTHMS!
1 message
TJ Carter <tjcartermusic@gmail.com>
To: Sophia Elizabeth Carter <sophiaelizacarter@gmail.com>

Sun, Oct 13, 2019 at 7:09 PM

Here you go!
Can't wait to see how it turns out :)
Also, I only did two full counts of 8 and then in the 3rd count added the break. I'd do 3 full 8 counts before the 8 with
the break. Also I didn't really like the two combined that we came up with on the phone so there is an alternate 2nd
rhythm I like better.
Rhythm 1: 12&345&678
Rhythm 2: _&2_&4_, _ &78
Rhythm 2alt : 1&_&_&_&5&_&_&8
Breaks: 5_7&8 OR 6&7&8&
_ = hold count
You could also use whichever rhythm you don't use as a break. Might be cool to do 3 counts of a full 8 and then a full
8 break too.
Play around!! Should be super cool!!!

Archive.zip
3570K
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Image 2.3 B.P. Phrase I & II

these rhythms I created contemporary movement that would also supply a percussive
sound at a distinctive count. I wrote out these rhythms and their interplay with each
other, memorizing them in an eight-count language. This was the first part of my dance
taught in October 2019.
Some funny unanticipated hiccups occurred. The choreography was
complicated. There were many little steps with very particular ways the sound would
need to be made. It took time to teach and time to learn. When teaching I would need
to convey both the rhythm that the percussive sound was making and also the rhythm
the movement was making. As a dancer and choreographer, I, like many in my field,
use internal sound indicators in my kinetic learning process and in my teaching
method, as well. This mechanism allows me to convey the quality of a movement
through descriptive sound words though the body isn’t actually making a sound. Even
the way I would emphasize counts in the dance combination, they were, many times,
not counts we were making sound on, rather I was emphasizing the quality of motion
instead of the percussive sound. For some of my dancers this worked well; for others it
was diﬃcult to tell the two apart or to find the percussive melody midst the
choreography. As a remedy, I honed in on placement, what the body was doing on
each count and syncopated beat. Repetitive practice was key for learning this piece
and also establishing a steady tempo. Some dancers were stronger than others in
keeping tempo. I encouraged heightened volume for those that more easily kept a
steady beat and urged others to listen and use them as guides. At the time of
performance, dancers had improved at listening to one another to keep in sync,
however, we would have benefited from far more repetitive and break-down type
practice.
Since dancers were diverting in rhythms performing two separate dance phrases
at the same time, it was helpful to have the dancers who were performing one rhythm
at the same rehearsal. Right away, due to availability, my cast was rehearsing at two
separate times during the week, half rehearsed on Mondays and half on Wednesdays.
At the start, I believed teaching diverting rhythms in both groups would help them
acclimate to the various phrasings. I wanted them to have familiarity with finding their
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Image 2.4 B.P. Staging

Image 2.5 B.P. Dancer Track

Image 2.6 B.P. Phrase III

rhythm and movement midst a myriad of sensory input. However, a few months later, I
realized how much stronger and more confident they were when they could move and
hear one another. There was a bit of fortification when dancers in the same rehearsal
stuck to one rhythm. Since I was looking at group dynamics and constantly postulating
which was the most beneficial to teach. It was interesting to me that, had I experienced
this before, I would have taught group A only combination A and group B only
combination B, for it was more constructive to allow them to build the piece together
than try to acclimate the individual to variable rhythms outside the one they were
attempting to rehearse.
One small solo experiment was highly valuable for me. Toward the end of the
body percussion section of the dance, I gave my dancers the same rhythm as our 1
eight-count break which had been repeated after each verse, and asked them to create
their own eight-count choreography to that rhythm. Their eight-count would be
performed as a synchronized solo rhythm but with individual movement. I was
delighted with their compositions and enjoyed watching them, in process, think
through their movements. I saw avenues of ways I could have developed this portion of
the dance. The dancers generated their own material, it would have been interesting to
have structured links between diﬀerent dancers’ choreographic ideas. It may have also
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instilled a sense of ownership or personhood in the piece had more of the
choreography been generated by their own bodies. This was the beginning of my
process. I took notice of how body percussion developed and realized the potential for
developing the piece when each dancer related to my concept through their own body
vocabulary. I began to subtly alter the way I wanted to go about engaging with my
dancers in order to structure and develop my thesis work as a whole. The final swing of
the body from the floor to a hop on the balls of both feet marked the triumphant end of
the Body Percussion section and led, with fervor, into the next sequence.

Bach
The crisp quick slide of a springing violin bow cuts through the silence as eight
dancers run from the space leaving the ninth to turn in on herself, vault into the air and
plunge to the floor in an arching full body sweep. The experience of creating this dance
unlocked doors for me choreographically. As a type of conditioning from my own
experience studying diﬀerent western dance genres, I find that orchestral music
preceding the twentieth century spurs balletically styled movement in my own
improvisation. To my own chagrin, though the baroque, classical, and romantic eras of
the music world have their own distinctive and wide historical significance, I often
associate them, lumped together, with codified balletic movement. It is diﬃcult to step
outside the bounds of codified steps when listening to compositions such as Bach’s
Baroque Partita No. 2. However, I was enthralled by a twentieth century modern dance
undertaking of Bach’s compositions during my undergraduate studies. I researched
Paul Taylor’s masterpiece Esplanade and was most particularly enamored by part V of
the movement. In this section, he incorporated unbound leaps and jumps into hurdling
dives and slides to the floor. I wanted to choreograph my own short piece to a diﬀerent
Bach arrangement that conveyed a similar exuberance to Taylor’s rendering.
As a dancer educated mostly in modern dance, but whose professional
experience is entirely jazz, musical theatre, and commercial dance, I desired to create a
piece that exhibited movement characteristic of a medley of my own kinetic patterns. I
chose this Bach piece as an outlet wherein I could exhibit a spirit of exuberance like
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Taylor’s modern dance Esplanade, with classically trained balletic elements, but
without restrictions to kinetic patterns of movement I was familiar with in jazz dance. I
found it most gratifying as I discovered new ways to articulate my body while
composing diﬀerent phrases. As I prepared for rehearsals I began to have a
paradoxical perplexion. The music that so easily inspired and freed me to move in
ways I wanted to experiment with was also extremely diﬃcult to define and grasp.
Having solid, teachable movement, consistent with counts and dynamics
relating to the gigue was a struggle I was trying to overcome consistently till the last
week of rehearsals. I spent the longest hours, compared to the other sections, alone in
Lunalilo studio trying to place movement to the accents Bach wrote. At times, I
shunned the music, desiring to lead the dance however I pleased without musical
constraints, experimenting with dancing outside the music or in a non-relational factor.
It did not work.
Image 2.7 Bach Sheet Music

Mainly, I found the piece diﬃcult to count. My
chairperson, Betsy Fisher, advised me to print out the
music and study it as many successful choreographers
have in the past and do still today. She also helped me
count it in sixes or rotations of three, I picture a little
wheel revolving around in three counts. This aided my
breakdown of choreography in the beginning and I was
able to explain the phrasing of the first part of the piece
to my dancers. Toward the last 30 seconds of the piece
Bach wrote varying dynamics in the gigue. At times I
gave up trying to count it and would simply choreograph
and teach by singing the melody. My dancers had a hard

time hearing the melody, hearing the diﬀerences in sections that I created. From my
perspective, trying to re-teach the piece with video where dancers could see the
movement composition as it works to the music would be far easier to solidify the
second time around. Attempting to build the piece without a visual aid was a diﬃcult
task. Many times I had my dancers simply stand at the speaker and listen over and
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over to the rhythm, hoping the phrasing would make sense and allow the dance portion
I was teaching to take root. It was diﬃcult to tell if we were all hearing the same
idiosyncratic pops and slides of sound as the piece was playing. Perhaps that is the
beauty of Bach’s music. There was such variation of sound and unpredictability in the
melody that it mesmerized me. While frustrated, and believing the process would have
been much easier to have replaced this piece of music with an easier composition, I
became attached to it. I was compelled by its beauty and complexity to continue
working through the struggle.
I lost dancers. Another element that slowed the progress of the Bach piece,
though I devoted the most time to its development, was an inconsistency of dancers
present at rehearsals. Sadly, school schedules, injuries and health, and especially
family tragedies plagued my dancers during this particular semester. I had two cast
members, within the first two weeks of rehearsal, need to pull out, one due to an
irritated pre-injury. A third cast member, during winter break, become too injured to
keep going in this particular section. Originally, my concept for the Bach piece required
six dancers. It quickly became a quartet. When I received the news of my hurt dancer
over winter break I knew I needed to cast someone in the spot quickly. Bach, himself,
could not have written a musical piece equal in expression to the relief I felt when I
received an email from Greta Pearce, an incoming graduate student eager for an
opportunity to dance.
I had already begun to explore solos within the piece that were created from
exploring my dancers’ own kinetic vocabulary. In meeting with Greta, never having
witnessed her dance before, I was open to new interpretations of the section. How to
create an atmosphere of ease and freedom for my dancers to contribute was
constantly a proactive part of this study and work. Personalities, interpretation,
technical backgrounds and environments all played a part in how they presented
themselves with me in the space. I relished getting to know them and figuring out how
to work with them in the most beneficial way for not only the dance but as an advocate
for the person as a whole.
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I was often tripped up in my own words. This dance was playful; the emotion of
it and that of each dancer as they performed their short solos was an important factor. I
spent time trying to distinguish between them. Words like ‘sexy’ or ‘sultry’ pulled
diﬀerent interpretations on dancers. I would speak out a descriptive word as the
choreographer and the performative feedback would often be returned in a way that
was usually correct in their associations to the word, for there is no right or wrong or
correct/incorrect to it, but it would sometimes be not exactly what I was trying to pull
out of them. At times I felt we were caught in a performative Rorschach Test, where
instead of showing them an Ink Blot and they make free associations with words, I was
speaking a descriptive word and they were making free associations performatively in
the choreography. It was intriguing. I often thought, “How do I describe to this
particular person what I want to see?” and then sometimes, “Ugghh! That wasn’t the
right word to use, how do I eat that one now?”
One of the most memorable choreographic moments in this section was toward
the end, we called this particular move bird on the windshield. I spent four separate
rehearsals reworking choreography leading up to this moment. Trying to count to it. We
could all hear the distinct bird on

Image 2.8 Bird on the Windshield

the windshield moment but
attempting to define the music
leading up to it proved challenging.
Ultimately, we counted to 11, and
then executed the bird on the &
following. 11-& was the count at
which we had come closer
together physically, center stage,
and turned toward the audience,
leaning perpendicular from the

pelvis through the torso with arms fully extended out from the shoulders, head tilted at
our viewers. It was a part that always made us giggle, and a moment in the piece we
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could cling to midst frantically synchronizing our movement and dynamics to Hilary
Hahn’s vigorous portrayal of Bach.

Vitali
As the exuberant movement of the Bach section energized the space with spirit
and vigor, it set the stage for a new kind of mood. A soft, subtle adage performed by a
duet, Kristen Johnson and Tavehi Tafiti, began. The underpinning energy stayed from
the Bach piece, but was now more controlled and expressed with a diﬀerent weight
quality in the body. In contrast to Body Percussion’s initial spontaneous generation and
Bach’s igniting spark, Vitali’s duet began as though the audience was now viewing a
relationship that had already formed. We were no longer seeing the very beginnings of
a creation; now, we had continued down a timeline and were taking part in something
that had already begun to transpire without us as an audience.
While searching for music I watched numerous Youtube videos of artistic visuals
to baroque compositions for purposes of imagery and inspiration. I wanted to convey
eco-systems, community, and growth, a system already in place with relationships
inside it. One image that held my interest was that of a small bean sprout spurting and
developing in fast forward motion. It is incredible to me to watch subtle growth in fast
forward. Often I feel as though the awe growth inspires is
swept away in the day to day, but when visible and in
accelerated speed, the reality of change unfolds quickly and
awe is remembered. To extrapolate the notion, a story
becomes a story once we look back, while we are in the
middle of it we don’t necessarily see the build-up, underlying
message, or resolve. I didn’t want to dance out a narrative but
wanted to convey an interwoven community, growth, change,
alone-ness, togetherness, fragility, and strength. While Bach
rehearsals were stumbling through choreographic progress
and regress, Vitali rehearsals where a steady flow of tangible
development.
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Image 2.9 Vitali I by
Marley Aiu

Johnson and Tafiti took my ideas to heart, listening and endeavoring to
understand the connection and inter-reliance I was trying to convey through their
interaction. Both women were able to execute moves I didn’t have the flexibility to
demonstrate. Through words and molding touch we were able to expand from one
movement into a new movement section. We played with mirroring and juxtaposing
movement always intending to show the relationship between the two women. They
began by dancing in unison, sometimes breaking away to lift or support the weight of
the other. In one section Tafiti stayed grounded at floor level working through circular
motion with a more introspected focus, while Johnson, on her feet, began her own
jumps, spins, and twists, but in the midst of it continued to focus on Tafiti. The
synthesis of choreographic movement with intentional focus became a lesson of
practice for me. Wow! What a diﬀerence the gaze of our eyes has, or the body’s pull in
one direction or another has in changing the meaning or emotion of a moment.
During rehearsals with the duet, after winter break, my committee member, Sai
Bhatawadekar, asked some poignant questions about the meaning of this portion of
the piece. Her descriptive comment of this part both helped me identify what I was
trying to describe through movement and direct the idea more concretely into the
piece. She likened it to “quantum entanglement.” I ate that up like yesterday’s icecream with today’s expiration date on it! Quantum entanglement is when two or more
particles interact in such a way that they cannot be described separately from the
other(s) even when separated by vast spacial distances. It’s a scientific
interdependence or relationship, that for me, anthropomorphically conveyed belonging,
or a communal need for an individual.
In attempting to convey the connectedness of my dancers through
choreography I used botanical ecosystem imagery. Images such as roots spreading
out, branches intertwining with each other, a bean sprout growing, and a box with a
seed in it, influenced movement choices and allowed for the whole cast of Vitali to
have comparable images for understanding and linking themselves to the
choreography. One moment that was diﬃcult to convey was a moment of interactive
rebounding between the two women in the duet. My hope was to create movement
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devoid of emotion but that which looked like brambles or roots trying to find their way
over and under one another. In this scenario neither entity wanted to impede the other,
but both needed to find their way around the other one with quick action. It was a
twenty second section, on which we spent a considerable amount of time, and I am
not convinced that the outcome resulted in what I had wanted to express. The dancers
performed in rehearsal and took direction outstandingly. It is a choreographic quandary
for me to create something that resembles the vague notion I am trying to express. I
am not sure how, but I enjoyed the experiment and wish to keep trying for a further
developed outcome in the future.
Though the Vitali duet began in October, casting and rehearsals for the sextet of
Vitali didn’t come together until the spring semester. I’d had images of many dancers
joining the duet portraying a botanical community of sorts. I found four more dancers
including myself to accomplish my vision. In my mind, the new dancers created ways
to hide and obstacles to complicate the relationship between the duet. I wanted the
Image 2.10 Vitali II
by Marley Aiu

audience’s perception of this pair to go from the two in isolation
to showing them as part of a larger community. Originally I saw
the timing of the entrance of this community at a very dynamic
crescendo in the music, however all movement I could think of for
this highly dramatic musical point seemed cliched to me. During a
meeting with Fisher, I posited the question, “is it possible to
juxtapose a solo dancer moving minutely to the most climactic
moment in the music?” I was encouraged to try and see. Fisher
liked the idea of trying something not often done, or pressing
through and examining a moment that seemed counter-intuitive.

We both liked the outcome. Johnson was this single figure on stage. She emanated
imagery that I gave her, the initial image I saw when searching the internet of that small
individual bean sprout struggling to grow. Leaving her alone onstage to work out her
struggle through the crescendo allowed the climactic moment in the music to be hers. I
took note of that. Often the music pushes or pulls me to make choices. In this instant, I
chose to make this piece of music hers. It felt as though I pushed and pulled the music
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Image 2.11 Vitali

into this little space down stage left where my dancer was lit and expressing her eﬀort
to grow.
Rehearsals for the sextet were hurried. I had originally wanted to play with ideas
of choreography patterning. I wanted to learn, through experience, how to diversify a
single phrase or combination by manipulating that phrase to create and broaden
choreographic material. I used this opportunity. Vitali, like Bach, also wrote in swings of
threes, for his Chaconne in G Minor. In one section during this piece, I counted twelve
measures of three, and taught all Vitali dancers a phrase from measure one through
eleven, using the twelfth as a transitional moment. I, then, assigned them to start at
diﬀerent times during the phrase. The eﬀect was a cannon though all six dancers
began dancing at the same time. I then stopped and started their phrases to
consecutively line up with one another. Gladly, both Fisher and Bhatawadekar were
present at the rehearsal when I implemented this pattern, and I was able to gather their
opinion of the outcome. Success!
We worked backward as a group. The entrance of the other four dancers was
the last addition to Vitali. At this point, I had wanted to instill a degree of ownership in
my dancers. Convinced that they were all full of good choreographic ideas, I explained
that I was trying to convey, in two pairs, a mirrored relationship to the original duet. As
they traveled on stage I wanted them to ‘entangle’ with one another. Their driving focus
was the soloist downstage whose energy had drawn them into the space. I gave them
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time during rehearsal with diﬀerent directives and ideas for how to create this aﬀect.
Interestingly, one pair seemed exhilarated and tried out new ideas playing with falling
weight and rebounding. The other pair found it more diﬃcult to run with an idea. My
hope was to try to structure the space so that they would feel more free to try, but I
believe the time given to them wasn’t enough, and they may have felt paralyzed by the
pressure to accomplish the task within the given time frame. Based on what we all saw,
I opened the room up for discussion and experimentation, to extrapolate oﬀ of one
person’s movement and find ways of flow or rhythm that made sense and held fast to
the heart of what we were trying to convey. Ultimately, we created a momentary aﬀect
where attention was toward each other and then all four dancers’ focus was on the
soloist. The soloist, then, initiated the breaking and reforming into a group. The sextet
was all about growing as a community, finding and interweaving with one another. It
needed an inclusive finish. At the conclusion of Vitali I wanted to show a relaxed, rested
unison. I used breath, synonymous movement, and physical touch to exhale into a
comfortable grouping much like leaves coalescing into a heap after a breezy afternoon.

Beethoven
Image 2.12 Solo Music Edits

The Beethovens section went through the most
change of all four sections. I had various ideas for this
piece as the final chapter to this work. I had wanted it to
be a large group number. Two ideas formulated in my
mind. One was to create a type of machine. I
conceptualized various choreographic patterns with
dancers in small groups performing an integral part of the
choreographic mechanism. The other idea was to begin
this piece as a scene of death with the imagery of dancers
carrying other dancers and laying them out. Then, working
backward from the start, showing how they inevitably
progressed to this result. Strangely, one idea was highly
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emotive and the other stoic, though abstract. By the final weeks of fall semester I had
not begun rehearsals for Beethoven, a 7:41 piece. Daunting. I came up with a new
strategy. I met with Fisher. My dancers would disperse over winter break at various
times. I believed the best course of action was to meet with them individually and
teach one minute solos for each artist. I broke up the song into six, approximately one
minute parts leaving one minute at the end of Beethoven for a full cast finale to be
learned during the first week of school before auditions. Listening to the music, I
assigned each dancer to a diﬀerent section. I distributed each solo cut of music along
with the entire Beethoven piece so they could familiarize themselves with where their
entrances were. It seemed as though this was the only way to create choreography for
the piece under the circumstances. It was not an artistic choice, but rather an urgent
decision based in practicality. I had not known how much I would enjoy and learn
creating these solos in two hour rehearsals with each dancer.
The first dance created was with Francis Camuso. I was still developing a
method or pattern for how I wanted to teach the solos, since my original concept was
to show how all these dancers fit into a larger picture with one another. I chose to focus
on the individual. I didn’t want to just convey individuality as a choreographic appliqué,
but really taking time to see their pattern of movement and how the music spoke to
them, what was happening in their life at that moment
and how we could combine ideas for choreography,
that I already had conceived, into their own natural kinetic
vocabulary. Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op.
92 still led my imagination into a depiction of tragedy,
sadness, and death when I met with Francis. At the time, I
wanted to use imagery as an aid for choreography, but
not necessarily try to convey the image itself, unlike Body
Percussion, Bach, and Vitali where I’d hoped that the
audience understood most of the underlying imagery.
Camuso giggled when I told her I thought she was like
Shakespeare’s Lady Macbeth with blood on her hands. I
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Image 2.13 Camuso by Marley Aiu

was thinking of images of Egyptian hieroglyphs, geometric patterns from the Art Deco
period, and the color red. We began. Francis brought her own way of moving to the
choreography; she was game for anything. She would watch me a couple of times,
then mirror what she had observed. I found it so interesting what she picked up on as
far as movement quality, articulating details, and focus. In turn, once she embodied
what I had shown her I was able to see new ways I wanted her to move and I saw new
avenues for movement that were natural for her, though choices I wouldn’t necessarily
make on my own body. We found rippling staccato elements to add and contrast the
smooth bound quality in most of her movement. These moments stood out. I played
with body angles and excessive geometric shapes in her choreography. Her’s was also
the first piece with which I added body percussion from the opening section.
My one on one rehearsal with Camuso set the way for my method with the other
soloists. It felt organic to create something together. I felt more like a sculptor of dance
sculpting human movement with an intelligent subject that had its own natural course
and way of being. I wanted the piece to be personal, to reflect meaning for them. I had
not played the music for Camuso and relied on what images came to her mind for
choreographic prompting. I had given her images of my own. Though I enjoyed the
work we did together I regretted not knowing her own connection to the music. As a
result, I began rehearsal with the other five women by playing the music twice and
asking what images came to mind. I had prepared a little bit of choreography before we
began and I used their imagery for inspiration and let it aﬀect the pieces of composition
I already had in mind. Since it didn’t matter to me if the audience understood the
image, I was free to use it as fuel without worrying how it all interconnected. I threaded
various body percussion phrases from the opening portion of the dance as a tie-in from
the beginning and point of reference between each solo. The Beethoven sequence was
evolving into six solos displaying individuality and ending with a melding of all my
dancers on stage for a final synchronistic expression.
As Vitali ended, the dancers traversed diagonally upstage left as the lights faded
and a single lit dancer was left in wonder downstage. Sanchez’s solo theme was a nod
back to the opening of the piece with stars. Elements of vastness, of falling, shooting,
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and chasing into the unknown led her moving body across stage as her focus dallied in
swirling directions all around her. As she made her exit, Camuso entered and
performed her solo of angles and juxtaposing qualities. The third soloist, Chloe Groom,
has a love aﬀair with water. During our one on one rehearsal session she expressed
movement in relation to a goddess of water. I asked her what movement was aﬃliated
with the goddess and how she would transcribe the motion of water into her
movement. We created shapes and qualities conveying diﬀerent types of water.
Sometimes it was the ocean, another time, a river and a water spurt. I wanted the
dance to have a personal link to her own connection with nature. As she flowed oﬀ
stage, Tafiti, blew on stage by a gust of wind. She saw flowers and a breeze when
listening to her edit. We created a solo that played with the tension of a flower being
carried by the wind. As a hula dancer, Tafiti, has a way of rolling motion through her
body. We played with this movement quality in an abstracted contemporary dance
context. Her kinetic vocabulary was distinct from others and added more dimension to
the choreography. I wanted to give her the freedom to find her own quality within the
concept. As she blew oﬀ stage Kristen Johnson was swept on for the fifth solo in the
sequence.
Johnson’s take on her musical cut was of a completely diﬀerent style and
movement concept from the others. I had wanted to place the inspirational concept of
the solo works into my dancers’ hands. At this point, I was swinging to the opposite
side from where I had started these solo rehearsals. In that first rehearsal with Camuso,
I gave her the inspiration I had derived from the music myself. After playing Johnson’s
solo music selection for her, I asked her what came to mind. Smiling, she said she
thought of a butterfly catcher. Her association with the music was more of a character
interpretation than abstract image, but fun and matched her spirit. We went with it. Her
weight in the piece was what we focused on. Often pulled oﬀ her center, she was
constantly testing her balance. We wanted to make it look haphazard, while at the
same time it took an incredible amount of control. Levels changed, as her body
dropped and crawled. She was often on the balls of her feet even when maneuvering
with her center close to the floor. I often wondered if this piece fit with the others
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because of its character-style portrayal. It was diﬃcult to know what I would have
perceived when watching her dance if I had not been privy to her interpretation of the
music and constructed it myself. The enjoyment of piecing it together superseded
wether or not I felt it fit with the others. It did cause me to contemplate what I most
valued in the process. Did I care more about the process of creating with my individual
dancers or the product of the piece as whole in the end? At the moment, I refuse to
choose, and retain that, for me, they are of equal value, both the arduous, stressful,
rewarding, enjoyable rehearsal process where creation begins, and the performative
result that is produced and evidenced from them. Perhaps this is a luxury I can indulge
in an educational context where I am not vying for monetary support or popularity
through the performative result.
The last soloist was a ballet trained dancer, Alex

Image 2.14 Swain

Swain. Her balletic training and technique allowed me to
create movement that utilized flexibility and strength in a
unique way. She desired a challenge from the solo. I had
asked her earlier what her strengths were and she said
‘jumps’. Her solo opened with a diagonal string of leaps
with fully extended limbs and torqued back. Her image
was of a fiery bird finding freedom from her cage. Her
technique allowed for aggressive large movement, but
her demeanor and personality shied from the story her
body told. As an experiment I asked her to let down her hair. With her hair down she
was able to perform the piece with a gusto and flare she did not embody while it was
back. Her ability to change attitude because of her perception of herself with her hair
down was intriguing. Much like masks in a performance, or costume piece, or a prop
driving a performer into a new context, identity, or mode of perceiving, Swain’s lettingdown her hair enabled her to alter herself and the attitude of her performance.
The influence of bird imagery provoked her and me to think about how her arm
movements were initiating. We did not want to put wings on her, so how could we
change the the movement of her arms to indicate a wing? It caused me to think about
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stretching through the torso and back under the scapula, to engage and show a bound
quality from this area growing lighter or more free up her arm and to her fingertips as
her arm unfolded. We played with a quivering had, ruﬄed feather imagery. The
liveliness of a vibrating hand as she pivoted around her supporting leg gracefully pulled
focus to the choreography and provided a motif throughout her solo. She began with
the vitality and zealousness of a fighting bird and ended in a peaceful sweeping motion
no longer tortured by an enclosed space.
The quiet calm of Swain’s last moment during her solo to Beethoven invited all
the other dancers to approach the stage. There is a charge to this portion of
Beethoven’s symphony. Out of the quiet comes the robust voices of many instruments
as though on a final slow-motion march. There is a tagging melody that follows the
heavy march before a review of the lighter melody earlier in the song and a subtle
close. I found the march-like quality debilitating as I have seen too many ballerinas
acquiesce to royalty with such potent, full sound. I strove to confront that
psychological conditioning in myself.
I opted for minimalism and spacial design. How dancing bodies fill the space is
often highly contributive to the way I form choreographic works. I think about the
design motion on the stage floor. I know the feeling of quality of the movement I want,
sweeping, pendulum, piercing or stagnating, for instance. I see rhythm through quality
and directional design, i.e., a sweeping motion to circle around from upstage left to mid
stage right. In this instance, I wanted a filled stage appearance. I chose choreography
that would hide one dancer while revealing another to create interesting depth to the
design and cause the stage to look as though it were filled by more than nine dancers.
We worked in groups of three creating unison and inter-relays between dancers and
their positions on stage. I was finally able to create a mechanical element, a sequence
where, like gears fitting together, each dancer had a diﬀerent part as groups of three
interlocked through timing and position. I brought back into the piece a unison moment
of body percussion and drew on the motif of Sanchez gazing in wonder at the stars
referencing both the very beginning of the entire piece and also that of the Beethoven
sequence. For the final resolution, we all looked at one another one last time and then
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dispersed seemingly unmethodically oﬀ stage while snapping. Some dispersed back
into the house. The spontaneously generated moment dissipated, the ‘happening’
becoming a ‘happened.’
Creating this last scene in Beethoven was an experience that paralleled the
meaning I set forth for my process. By the time I had come to the place in rehearsals to
choreograph and teach Beethoven I had my final cast and all three earlier pieces in the
sequence coming together. No longer was I working with one, two, or if I was lucky,
three individuals at a time; now I did have a large group, a group of nine. I relished it.
We held all full cast rehearsals from late January into tech for the show the last week of
February in the Lab Theatre. I believe utilizing the performance stage helped my
dancers identify spacial boundaries and own the movement in the space. To me, two
heads are better than one, each time another is added we progress exponentially. The
amount of potential nine artists have to create a work of art is exciting! A part of my
study is how to access and formulate all that potential so that it isn’t hindered. I can’t
say that this was a purely collaborative process, but I had hoped the invitation to
express ideas was welcoming. I desired that my dancers would be encouraged to give
me feedback and also experiment with movement. If I explained clearly enough what I
was trying to accomplish then I had eight other intelligent people trying to problem
Image 2.15 Finale Staging
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solve and make it work. When we started creating the mechanical moving part in the
Beethoven finale we used diﬀerent sets of three dancers so that the other dancers
could watch and try to manipulate the maneuver. We all saw it and we all worked
toward the end result together.
These rehearsals were also vital for me and my process as they provided a
steady time and place for my committee to come and view the finishing product. At
this time, upon seeing the piece in its entirety with a full cast, my committee poured out
support through notes, suggestions, questions, and aﬃrmations for moments in the
choreography. Their input and presence was like water to a parched throat. My dancers
responded to their admonishing and encouragements. It helped pull me away from my
own subjective questioning and helped me see the material details from new points of
view. One of my committee members, Gregg Lizenbery, spoke to my dancers about the
quality of their movement and especially their focus, explaining to them that they
should know at all times where their focus lies. The other highly eﬀective note was
regarding “tritsing”. “Tritsing” is when dancers use small steps unwittingly when
traveling through space. It is unnecessary movement, and often unconsciously done. If
a dancer can use fewer steps to carry out the same action conscious of purpose, the
performance improves. Both my dancers and I needed to reflect and demonstrate
where we were focusing and the purpose of our movement. After his critique my
dancers began to think through the choreography more eﬀectively. There were a few
questions about where the focus should be, which I was able to clarify. There were also
some parts of the choreography where instead of just running we analyzed how many
Image 2.16 Beethoven Finale Rehearsal
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steps and how large so that through their traveling they were able to consciously
command the space.
Each rehearsal I attempted to bring food and to create a communal ethos. It was
important to me that my dancers felt welcomed, respected, and valued as people and
as dancers. I expected them to work hard for me, to step in alongside of me with their
eﬀorts. In the few critical weeks leading up to tech rehearsals and the performance my
cast melded together into a whole. They asked me for more rehearsal time, made
eﬀorts to grasp the concepts more concretely and took pride in developing a
performance piece worth seeing. My dance is about individuals coming together to
create a unique whole, and we did just that as a cast.

FINAL CAST LIST
Chloe Groom, Alex Swain, Kayla Eisenberg, Kristen Johnson, Tavehi Tafiti, Greta
Pearce, Erika Sanchez, Francis Camuso, Sophia Carter
Body Percussion:

Nonet.

Full Cast

Bach:

Quartet.

Alex Swaim, Kayla Eisenberg, Greta Pearce, Sophia
Carter

Vitali:

Duet.

Tavehi Tafiti, Kristen Johnson

Sextet.

Tavehi Tafiti, Kristen Johnson, Alex Swaim, Erika
Sanchez, Greta Pearce, Sophia Carter, alt. Kayla
Eisenberg

Beethoven:

Solos.

Erika Sanchez, Francis Camuso, Chloe Groom,
Tavehi Tafiti, Kristen Johnson, alt. Kayla Eisenberg,
Alex Swaim

Nonet.

Full Cast
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REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
FALL SEMESTER REHEARSALS:
Body Percussion & Bach. Mondays: 3:30pm - 5:15pm. October 14th through Decem
ber 9th. Lunalilo Studio
Body Percussion & Vitali. Tuesdays: 12:00pm - 1:15pm. October 15th through Decem
ber 10th. Lunalilo Studio
Make up sessions. Fridays: 5:00pm - 6:30pm. October 25th through December 6th
(as needed). Lunalilo Studio
Image 2.17 Spring Rehearsal Availability

WINTER BREAK REHEARSALS:
Beethoven Solos. December 19th through January 7th. 2 hour slots at various times.
Erika Sanchez, Francis Camuso, Chloe Groom, Tavehi Tafiti, Kristen Johnson,
Alex Swaim. Dance Studio, DB
SPRING SEMESTER REHEARSALS:
Bach. Friday: 9:45am -10:45am. January 17th. Lab Theatre
Bach. Fridays: 6:30pm - 7:00pm. January 24th through February 7th. Lab Theatre
Bach. Friday: 9:00am - 10:00am. January 14th. Lab Theatre
Vitali. Monday: 1pm - 3pm. January 20th. Studio S
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Vitali. Wednesdays: Duet: 5:00pm - 5:30pm / Sextet: 5:30pm - 6:30pm. January 29th
through February 19th. Dance Studio, DB
Full Piece/ Full Cast Rehearsals: Fridays: 5pm - 6:30pm. January 17th through
February 21st. Lab Theatre
Image 2.18 Solo Follow-Up Rehearsal Availability

Beethoven. Solo Follow Up.
Greta Pearce. Tuesday: 12:00pm - 1:00pm. January 28th. Lunalilo Studio.
Tavehi Tafiti. Tuesday: 3:00pm - 4:00pm . February 4th. Dance Studio, DB
Erika Sanchez. Wednesday: 2:00pm - 3:00pm. February 5th. Dance Studio, DB
Francis Camuso. Friday: 2:00pm - 3:00pm. February 7th. Dance Studio, DB
Kristen Johnson. Sunday: 11:15am - 12:15pm. February 16th. Lab Theatre
Kayla Eisenberg. Wednesday: 3:00pm - 3:30pm. February 19th. Dance Studio,
DB
Chloe Groom. Thursday: 9:30am - 10:30am. February 20th. Lunalilo Studio
Reblock. Sunday: 9:30pm - 10:30pm. February 23rd. Kennedy Theatre Stage
Monday: 6:45pm - 7:15pm (at call time). February 24th. Lab Theatre
Tuesday: 6:30pm - 7:00pm (at call time). February 25th. Lab Theatre
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TECHNICAL REHEARSALS:
Light Tech. Sunday: 2:45pm - 4:00pm. February 23rd. Lab Theatre
1st Tech Run. Sunday: 3:45pm Call / 4:15pm - 5:45pm. Run Show /
5:45pm Strike for Night. February 24th. Lab Theatre
2nd Tech Run. Monday: 5:30pm Call (All Dancers Called for Costume Meeting) /
6:00pm - 6:45pm Warm Up / 6:45pm -7:00 pm Set for Top of Show / 7:30pm
Run Show. February 24th. Lab Theatre
3rd Tech Run. Tuesday: 5:30pm Call / 5:45pm - 6:30pm Warm Up / 6:45pm -7:00 pm
Set for Top of Show / 7:30pm Run Show. February 25th. Lab Theatre

COMMITTEE VIEWINGS
1st viewing
Betsy Fisher: November 13th. Video recording. Betsy’s office.
Description: Discussed percussive rhythm as ‘key’, counting Bach
in sixs, coming up with choreographic outline/plan
Sai Bhatawadekar: November 25th. Monday Rehearsal. Lunalilo Studio.
Description: Chloe and Alex present. Consider a tying theme relatable across all sections of dance. Possibly introducing the
thematic idea of stars. Think of an overall idea, theme, or
message for consistency and potency.
Gregg Lizenbery: November 4th. Monday Rehearsal. Google Drive video.
2nd Viewing
Betsy Fisher: December 2nd. Monday Rehearsal. Lunalilo Studio.
Description: Kayla present. Showed Kayla’s solo into newly formed
Bach ending. reviewed the body percussion for Betsy.
Sai Bhatawadekar: December 9th. Monday Rehearsal. Lunalilo Studio.
Description: Chloe, Alex, and Kayla present, quartet run through.
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Gregg Lizenbery: Decemeber 2nd. Monday Rehearsal. Google Drive
video.
Meetings with Chairperson:
December 11th. Betsy’s Office.
Description: casting for Beethoven and how to work
out Vitali’s strong moment.
December 19th. Betsy’s Office.
Description: verify my plan of action in regards to scheduling and
solos for Beethoven.
Audition for Winter Footholds 2020: “Kaleidoscope.” Tuesday, January 21st. 6:00pm.
Dance Studio DB.
3rd Viewing
Betsy Fisher: February 5th. Wednesday Rehearsal. Dance Studio, DB.
Description: Newly cast Sextet for Vitali working on structure, cannons, methods for layering repetitive phrases.
Sai Bhatawadekar: February 5th. Wednesday Rehearsal. Dance Studio,
DB. Description: Duet with Kristen and Tavehi. Sai suggested notion “Quantum Entanglement.”
Gregg Lizenbery: February 7th. Friday Rehearsal. Lab Theatre.
Description: Full cast rehearsal, choreographing Beethoven’s finale
with finishing notes/encouragement from Gregg to myself
and the cast.
Note: Committee members continued to come to rehearsals the last 2 weeks, at will,
leading up to the performance. Notes given to me at this time were invaluable. Some
are incorporated in the Choreographic Process portion of this document.
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PART III. THE PRODUCTION
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE
January 22 – Production Meeting – 4:30pm
January 22-24 – Costume Measurements/Pulling
January 27-31 – Costume Thrifting
February 3-7 – Costume First Fittings
February 5 – Production Meeting – 4:30pm
February 7 – Oﬀ Island Costume Deadline
February 10 – Sound and Light Plots Due
February 14 – Sound/Video Files Due from Choreographers
February 14 – Costume Checklist Due from Choreographers
February 15 & 16 – Hang & Focus – 9am-6pm
February 18-21 – Costume Final Fittings
February 19 – Production Meeting – 4:30pm
February 21 – Lights Programming Complete
February 21 – Sound Programming Complete
February 22 – Tech Rehearsals – 9am-6pm
February 23 – Tech Rehearsals – 9am-6pm
February 24 – Dress Rehearsal – 5:30-11pm All (7:30pm GO is goal)
February 25 – Dress Rehearsal – 5:30-11pm All (6:30pm Fire Drill / 7:30pm GO is goal)
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PERFORMANCE SCHEDULE
Winter Footholds 2020: “Kaleidoscope”. Wednesday: 5:30pm Call / 6:00 - 6:45pm
Warm up / 7:00pm House Opens / 7:30pm Performance. February 26th.
Earle Ernst Lab Theatre
Winter Footholds 2020: “Kaleidoscope”.Thursday: 5:30pm Call / 6:00 - 6:45pm
Warm up / 7:00pm House Opens / 7:30pm Performance. February 27th.
Earle Ernst Lab Theatre
Winter Footholds 2020: “Kaleidoscope”. Friday: 5:30pm Call / 6:00 - 6:45pm
Warm up / 7:00pm House Opens / 7:30pm Performance. February 28th.
Earle Ernst Lab Theatre
Winter Footholds 2020: “Kaleidoscope”. Saturday: 5:30pm Call / 6:00 - 6:45pm
Warm up / 7:00pm House Opens / 7:30pm Performance. February 29th.
Earle Ernst Lab Theatre
Winter Footholds 2020: “Kaleidoscope”. Sunday: 12:00pm Call / 12:30 - 1:15pm
Warm up / 1:30pm House Opens / 2:00pm Performance. March 1st. Earle Ernst
Lab Theatre
(Strike After! ALL cast/crew called. Please remember close-toed shoes)

MUSIC
I knew I wanted to choreograph to stringed instruments. One of my favorite
movies is Tarsem Singh’s The Fall. One night, a friend of mine, a navy musician whose
passion is baroque music, was over at my place to watch this artistic cinematic
masterpiece. In the opening credits there is a soft ascending note and then a warm
pianissimo, the beginning of Ludwig Van Beethoven’s Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op.
92: II. Allegretto. My friend immediately claimed aﬀection for the piece, and I began to
think about how much the music carried the imagery in the opening scene. I did not
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know how I would choreograph to it at the time, but I knew that for such a beautiful
piece of music I needed to try. From this point, I wanted to find other classical pieces
for my thesis that would flow into or out of this particular symphony to create a whole
instrumentation that made sense and would be pleasant for the audience to hear one
after the other. Having always wanted to choreograph in the spirit of Paul Taylor’s
Esplenade Part V, I searched for a Bach piece that most inspired me. Other pieces I
considered were Guiseppe Verdi’s Rigoletto, Act 1. Gualtier Maldé...Caro nome" and
Gaetano Donizetti’s Lucia di Lammermoor: Mad Scene before deciding on Tomaso
Antonio Vitali’s Chaconne In G Minor and Johann Sebastian Bach’s Partita No. 2 for
Violin in D Minor. I listened to many diﬀerent orchestral recordings and narrowed down
on my ultimate three choices.
After my thesis proposal and before the start of my rehearsals I realized that I
wanted to cut down the length of my second song, the Vitali piece. Using Premier Pro,
I imported each song into the software and created the cut for the chaconne starting at
5 minutes 26 seconds and playing it out till its end. The piece was originally 9:20 and I
used the last 3:45 of the movement. It was a simple cut as I overlapped the three
orchestrations, however what I had not anticipated was the various volume levels.
All three songs came from diﬀerent performing artists and diﬀerent recording
studios, and each piece was filled with diminuendo and boisterous crescendos. When
played, one piece was so loud it was on the verge of distortion while another piece set
to the same volume level was so low it was barely audible. Mainly, when the volumes
were set, the beginning of Beethoven was diﬃcult to perceive. Its tonality was also full
on a lower bass pitch level and contrasted significantly with the piercing timbre of
violins listeners’ ears had already acclimated to in Vitali’s Chaconne just before it. I tried
to play with volume levels in Premiere Pro, however when I turned in my audio to our
facilities and production manager, Rick Greaver I requested he look into whether it
would be audible through the particular speakers in the Lab Theatre. In his oﬃce, we
attempted to diminish the volume inconsistencies between the diﬀerent recordings.
Thankfully, he was able to better mitigate the volume discrepancy.
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Music List

BODY PERCUSSION………………………………………………….…approx. 2:30 - 2:45
BACH
Partita No. 2 for Violin in D Minor, BWV 1004: IV. Gigue.
Johann Sebastian Bach. Artist: Hilary Hahn………………………….…3:23
VITALI
Chaconne In G Minor. Tomaso Antonio Vitali.
Artist: Nemanja Radulovic & Guillaume Fontanarosa
Edited from 9:20 starting at 5:26…………………….……………………3:54
BEETHOVEN
Symphony No. 7 in A Major, Op. 92: II. Allegretto. Ludwig van Beethoven.
Artist: Bernard Haitink & London Symphony Orchestra……………..…7:41

DURATION OF WORK
Total Duration of work……………………………..……………………approx. 17:30 - 18:00
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LIGHTING DESIGN
I had a vested interest in lighting design. During the spring semester of my
studies here I took Hawaiian Navigation through the Hawaiian Studies department. I
learned about the Hawaiian star compass and navigating the Hōkūle‘a, a canoe built
with Polynesian techniques for studying the origin and seafaring way of life of historic
Oceanic peoples. As an employee for Carnival Cruise lines I accumulated many years
of voyaging the seas. Although comfortable aboard my cruise ship I began to acclimate
to the rolling waves and diﬀerent rhythms of the sea. Fascinated by historical voyaging
Image 3.1 Southern Sky from Hokulea Archive

techniques, the Hawaiian Navigation
course inspired me to conceptualize a
dance midst projected stars.
Extrapolating this earlier idea to my
thesis piece, I longed to bring the feeling
of vastness to my audience in the
performative space as the beginning of
my dance. Rachel Sorensen was my
lighting designer. When I met with her I

explained my all-encompassing star idea. She found a comparable solution to provide
a revolving star projection to the beginning and end of my piece. At first the stars
looked like a baroque shape stencil shapes. She readily adjusted to pinpoint starlight
before the opening of the show. It proved diﬃcult to have rotating lights both in the
house and on stage, but we were able to have them cover the floor.
I had also taken Brian Shevelenko’s Beginning Lighting course during the fall
semester as I was forming this work in rehearsals. I learned more about my aesthetic
and how to communicate what I wanted more succinctly with lighting designers. I
enjoy high contrast between dark and light, termed “chiaroscuro”. The Earle Ernst Lab
Theatre is a black box theatre that easily eliminates reflective light. I explained how I
saw my piece lit in specific moments, but mostly I wanted to convey my aesthetic so
that she would have some freedom to play within a lighting style I wanted to set. I
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asked her questions about lighting for

Image 3.2 Vitali IV by Marley Aiu

Vitali. I had a hard time describing how I
envisioned this particular piece
conclusively . I wanted neutral earthy
tones that would allude to forrest or
growth, soft warm colors that would
highlight a community coming together.
Sorensen found beautiful mixes of tints. I
was thankful for and pleased by her
attention to hue and location.
I liked the contrast highlighted in Vitali with the traveler closed, as Beethoven
began, the traveler opened to reveal an indigo colored cyc. The bold colors for each
solo piece took me by surprise. I was approached numerous times by audience
members who enjoyed each rich definitive hue for the solos. I also liked how it brought
a distinctive and memorable flavor to each section. There were motion oriented lights
as I had requested in the beginning. However, after consideration with my committee
we chose to eliminate the moving lights. Settled focus resulted from this decision and
was an attribute to each dancer moving on stage. Though very pleased and with no
regrets for the final lighting of my piece, I had wanted to experiment and be more
involved with the design. I value lighting as an art in itself and would love the
opportunity to approach it more collaboratively. I had toyed with the idea of creating a
dance as a response to a lighting design in an artistic venture. I did not wind up using
an integrated lighting method with this piece. I believe it would have been too
complicated of a task at this time, however, I would like to explore the idea in the
future.
Lighting design by Rachel Sorensen
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COSTUME DESIGN
“Clothes make a statement. Costumes tell a story.” ~Mason Cooley
I didn’t know which story I wanted to tell. Two diﬀerent ideas began to protrude
in my mind as the dance was developing. Following either one would lead my dance
into a whole new aesthetic. In my thesis proposal I had submitted images of pedestrian
wear with a color pallet of royal color tones. As the dance took shape I threw away my
initial intention to clothe my dancers in modern pedestrian attire. One of the paths I
began to look at was pedestrian, but with baroque era aﬀects. I have an inclination
toward vintage style fashion with a mixture of eras all predating the 1950s. Since all the
music I was using was baroque era, I deemed referencing the past would compliment
the feeling of the piece. In truth, the styles I used were more inspired by Edwardian and
Industrial era attire, but I wasn’t trying to pinpoint and produce a specific moment in
time. Instead, I melded the past and brought it to the present. Having an aﬃnity for
chiaroscuro I was inspired by the color scheme in Jiri Kylian’s Petite Mort, a work done
entirely to classical composer Mozart in beige costumes with a blackened stage. I love
the high contrast and warmth of the beige tonalities in its costume design, the eﬀect is
only made real by the darkness of its theatrical backdrop. Simplicity, warmth,
placelessness, these qualities allow me to be lost to the outside world and engaged
with the performance. One costume scheme began to
take shape, vintage pedestrian clothing in varied tones
of beige.
The other costume idea was abstract. I wanted
either simple black or blue dresses with decorative motifs
relating to an abstract symbol of the dancer’s choice. For
instance, a butterfly scarf could adorn Johnson or we
could use feathers for Swain’s hair. I also was looking at
face paint to help with artistic abstraction. On one hand, I
wanted my dancers to be people in pedestrian style
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Image 3.3 Abstract Costume

clothing and on the other hand abstracted artistic elements. After council with Maile
Speetjens, Assistant Professor of Costume Design and Construction, Hair, Wigs, Makeup, we decided to go with the pedestrian look. My friend Azure Naeole who is head of
wardrobe at Rock A Hula, Waikiki, oﬀered to design some renderings based on images
I showed her and what I had described. It was fantastic to see the costumes drawn
out. The UH Mānoa costume department procured most of the clothing items needed
and we were able to prioritize the shipment on a few costume piece orders.
Image 3.4 Rendering by Naeole

Image 3.5 Hubbard Street Dance Co.

The costumes were paired with one thematic trio. Two dancers were in pants
with vests, two with old world vests with tails, two in pants with suspenders, and three
in skirts with vests. I liked the idea of mixing up the styles so long as the color scheme
tied us all together. I took a similar approach to hair style. I had three diﬀerent styles,
half-up/half-down, a french braid, and a low bun. I left make-up to be freely interpreted
hoping this would add individuality to the dancers and help them feel more comfortable
and creative in themselves. This decision proved to give too much variance in
appearance on stage. After our tech run my committee members and costumers
questioned my hair and make-up choice. I agreed. I asked my dancers to uniform their
hair and make-up by using a low bun and accenting their features in more natural
toned make-up. The end product was a more cohesive appearance that kept the
viewer’s attention drawn to the movement, and perhaps unique style of dress.
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Image 3.6 Costume Fitting. Feb. 14th

BUDGET
Over half of the costume pieces were found in the UH Mānoa Costume
department. Additional orders for two baroque style vests, two women’s short vests,
one specialty vest, and two packs of four-piece tank top undershirts were ordered. My
costumer ordered these items using the Winter Footholds allotted budget. This was a
tremendous gift to me, as I had originally asked for my own costume budget for my
thesis and hadn’t followed through on obtaining any funds. Out of pocket, I bought one
pair of pants for one of my dancers, one pair of nude colored briefs for another dancer,
and one pair of suspenders for myself which I did not wind up using. The total cost
was under $50.00.
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Other expenses were by choice and not imperative to the rehearsal or
performance process. I like to bring snacks to rehearsals that I run. I find that food
unites people, and often, if one hasn’t eaten, the lack of food can be a distraction from
the rehearsal time. I wanted my cast to feel cared for and made an eﬀort to spend
$15.00 or less on snacks per week. My rehearsals and their attendance varied,
consequently my expenditure on food did as well. The provision for me and my
dancers to perform Polyphony, Opus 42. within the UH Mānoa Footholds production,
including the utilization of rehearsal spaces and accommodation from the costume
budget, dissolved the potential debt my thesis could have incurred entirely.

PUBLICITY PHOTO SHOOT
Eﬀorts to advertise Winter Footholds 2020:
Kaleidoscope were taken by Kennedy Theater’s Manager,
Jessica Jacob. The director of Footholds, Peiling Kao
emailed me about the prospect of using dancers from my
piece for the publicity shoot. Five of my dancers, including
myself, attended the photo session. Jacob was at the
session to direct the photography and Chesley Cannon
stepped in as the photographer. We wanted pictures that
depicted the theme of kaleidoscope. At that time, my piece
wasn’t costumed yet. I brought costumes from home
including a red tutu and checked out various dance attire
from the UH Mānoa costume shop to give us dressing
options for the photo shoot. After the session, I asked Jacob
if she would be able to send me copies from that day’s shoot
as I enjoy amateur dabbling in graphic design. She
acquiesced. The photo chosen for the Footholds program
was an aerial shot of us making a geometric shape with our
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Image 3.7 Newspaper

bodies imitating geometric shapes in a kaleidoscope. Social media representing UH
Mānoa displayed photos from our session as advertisement. We also had the privilege
of appearing in Honolulu Star-Advertiser’s February 20th 2020 Play section. Photos of
me and two of my dancers in mid-air leaps were pictured around an article about the
upcoming performance. I was honored to have my piece featured for the Winter
Footholds 2020 production, Kaleidoscope.

Image 3.8 Photo Shoot Edits. Photography by Chesley Cannon

PRODUCTION PERSONNEL
KALEIDOSCOPE PRODUCTION
Director: Peiling Kao
Costume Coordination: Maile Speetjens
Advisors: Sai Bhatawadekar, Betsy Fisher, Gregg Lizenbery, Peiling Kao, Jhalak Kara
Miller, Amy Schiﬀner
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Technical Director:
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Image 3.10 Kaleidoscope Program

Image 3.9 Kaleidoscope Poster
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front of house staff
Box Office Supervisors:
Box Office Staff:
Publicity Assistant:
Graphic Design:
Kennedy House Manager:
Assistant House Managers:

Mikayla Moses, Emma Torgrimson
Janet Breckenridge, Ashlyn Healey
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front of house information
For large print programs, Assistive Listening Devices or any other
accessibility requests please contact the House Manager or call the Kennedy
Theatre Box Office at 956-7655.
After dark, to arrange a Campus Security Escort from any two points on
campus please see a House Manager.
As a courtesy to your fellow audience members and to our performers, please
remember that eating, drinking, video recording, photography and use of cell
phones and other electronic devices is not allowed inside the theatre. Please
take a moment to turn off any sound or light emitting devices now.

Earle Ernst Lab Theatre
February 26, 27, 28*, 29 at 7:30pm & March 1 at 2pm

coming soon
Sueño

By José Rivera
Directed by Robert Sanchez
March 25, 26, 27, 28 at 7:30pm
& March 29 at 2pm

*Post-show rap

Rise Up!

Dances of Social Change
Directed by Besty Fisher
April 24, 25 & May 1, 2 at 7:30
& April 26 at 2pm

Visit us on the web at manoa.hawaii.edu/liveonstage/kennedy-theatre

Director: Peiling Kao
Costume Coordination: Maile Speetjens
Advisors: Sai Bhatawadekar, Betsy Fisher, Gregg Lizenbery, Peiling Kao,
Jhalak Kara Miller, Amy Schiffner
Department of Theatre + Dance
College of Arts and Humanities

TECHNICAL REHEARSAL AND PERFORMANCE WEEK
The sheen of fresh lain black marley spread across and toward the back of the
proscenium. I have always loved the arch shape over the opening of the stage. It
seems to leave the outside edges to inconsequence and draw all importance into one
set frame, into the dimensions of the lit stage and the reflection of that light oﬀ the
marley floor. There is not much that distinguishes one type of performing art from
another in the way of stage preparation. It really depends on what a particular show
needs, production wise, across the disciplines, but the moment soft black marley is
laid, the theatre itself seems to call out with a warm invitation for dancers. This is the
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buzz moment, and one I love so much, the final details, anticipation, culmination,, and
convergence of many artists excited to come together.
My dancers worked hard, pulled themselves away from outward distractions
and focused during the deluge of production activity. We had injuries in the cast that
had caused some reworking and recasting of parts. One of my dancers had injured her
thumb while riding her bicycle. We needed to take her out of Body Percussion as the
injury was irritated and healing impeded each time she struck her hand to the floor or
body. The opening of Body Percussion was an introduction to all the dancers in the
piece and this was important to me. Though I didn’t believe the audience would
necessarily notice, I wanted to make sure she was
included from the very start. She snapped fingers on one

Image 3.11 Groom by Marley Aiu

hand and walked across stage to help generate the
opening movement then sauntered oﬀ through the
curtains before percussive choreography began. She
was also a soloist in the Beethoven section. Thankfully,
and quite unintentionally, there was not any floor work in
her original choreography. We were able to easily come
up with ways to minutely restructure her solo so that she
could perform it with her thumb in a splint. Her desire
and commitment to the dance was unphased, and it
revealed her tenacious and kind nature. I continued to
check in, making sure her participation wasn’t a
detriment to her healing body.
I found tension within myself as a choreographer. I desired to keep my dancers
dancing, to hold fast, and protect the project we worked so hard for, but not at the cost
of their physical well-being. Knowing what is going on in other people’s bodies to a
detailed and intuitive degree is an impossibility. There has to be an element of trust in
place, trusting their level of responsibility with their bodies, ability to communicate what
is going on, and making choices for their bodies within the choreography. In my own
dance practice I’ve always held that one performance is a moment in time, but one’s
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body must last a lifetime, always trying to keep injury situations in perspective. As a
choreographer in the tech rehearsal and performance phase I feared what is most
common to fear: a true enactment of A Chorus Line, the dramatic moment when we all
watch Paul fall and injure his knee, cutting him oﬀ from the other dancers and from his
chance to be onstage. I did have a dancer become injured to such an extent that she
regressed fully out of the show, and though not nearly as dramatic as the famous
musical, it was still a cause for sadness.
Image 3.12 Beethoven Finale by Marley Aiu

During Sunday’s tech, this
dancer who was in three of the four
sections of the show notified me of a
growing pain in her lower back.
Immediately, we pulled her solo from
the Beethoven section to give her a
rest and reworked her weight-sharing
duet. I allowed her to determine what
she would be able to do and not do in
her state. It was important to me that

she knew I valued her health above the dance and that she shouldn’t feel pressured to
dance any section if she felt it adversely eﬀecting her condition. I began to formulate
ways for re-blocking and came up with the idea to bring all my soloist on during her
solo music section. I would have each soloist use a sequence of movement patterns
from their own solo, weave them on stage in patterns that were new but also mimetic
of the solos already seen by the audience. It would have been a quick fix that didn’t
require my dancers to learn very much new material during tech. As I checked for
availability with my dancers to plan this new rehearsal one of my dancers oﬀered to
step in and learn an entirely new solo. Perfect! At this point I had created each solo
with the soloist in an organic way. From my point of view each solo belonged to the
dancer and could not be severed from them. I met with this new dancer late that night
and we began to compose a piece of her own.
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During Monday’s technical rehearsal, in the Body Percussion sequence, my
injured dancer’s aching back worsened; we made a decision together to take her
completely out of the show so she could rest and recuperate. Polyphony, Opus 42.
went from nine dancers to a cast of eight. My new solo dancer was willing to learn my
part in Vitali, and I filled my injured dancer’s spot in the duet. Re-blocks were thrown in
before the Tuesday tech, and we were able to run the whole piece, all four sequences,
in the correct re-staged format for the opening of the show. Exhale. During the last
show, my ninth dancer made a cameo appearance at the opening of Body Percussion
and then came on for bows. We had all worked so hard piecing this choreography
together over the previous five months perspectively, she was a part of my original cast
from the beginning. It was satisfying to have us all on stage, in the end, for one final
bow.
Image 3.13 PolypHony, Opus 42. Bows Sans One

DENOUEMENT
This is the moment where I ask myself, “am I where I hoped to be as a
choreographer, dancer, performer?” I think It is impossible to answer that. More than
anything, I am who I want to be, which is a ‘learner.’ Taking courses informed my
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process, helped me formulate how I wanted to create, what modes of teaching I hoped
to use, and widened my kinetic vocabulary. I didn’t have the expectation to be where I
am now because I didn’t know what ‘now’ looked like. The experience of this Thesis
was informative and nurturing for me as a person and choreographer. I liked having my
committee’s eyes on my project and understanding what they were seeing and not
seeing. I enjoyed creating art out of relationships which is what happened when I was
compelled to turn Beethoven into sequential solo works. By watching my dancers and
trying to pull diﬀerent performative aspects from them, I saw places I could grow as a
choreographer and in my own performance quality.
There are definitely areas in the choreography that I would have liked to develop
further. In Body Percussion I gave the task to my dancers to form an eight count of
percussive movement to a rhythm I had already introduced into the dance _ & 2 _ _ & 4
_ _ _ _ & _ & 8 _. They each came up with unique and dynamic combinations. I would
have liked to create a sequence or pattern using the combinations they had composed.
I also would have liked to initiate more connection between the dancers in this section.
I was so in tuned to getting the rhythms solidified that I didn’t proceed to the next
phase of working on relationship and focus with one another or a build. However, I am
pleased that the combinations worked. It was unknown territory from the beginning,
but was ground work with much potential to be built on later. We never solidified the
timing as much as I would have liked. In my opinion the piece needed repetitious
rehearsal, we also were missing a strong instrumentalist/dancer at the time of
performance. I would have liked more clarity, but am proud of how it turned out, given
its diﬃculty level and inexperience of concept. I was proud of my dancers. It was an
exciting challenge to accomplish.
Another area for future development is the Vitali duet. I would like to spend more
time with the rebounding interplay between two dancers in this part. I am not sure it
conveyed the right sort of meaning or was choreographed by me in a way that was
lucid for both the audience and even my performers. I feel a spur in my heart to spin
that creative impulse as though I didn’t tend to the itch quite enough to be completely
done with the movement idea. In watching the video of the piece, I find I disconnect in
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that moment. I did like, however, the solo ‘bean sprout’ moment downstage left during
the largest musical crescendo in Vitali’s piece. It allowed for a diﬀerent pull of focus, a
concentration on one dancer in a small area of stage and the minutia of her movement.
It came across as a personal moment, as though we were able to see something
normally hidden, which is why, I think, it held intrigue for me. It is one of those delightful
predicaments where we design movement or a scenario and the outcome is
unintentional or outside of our projected line of thinking.
As an artist it is common to believe that anything can be improved upon.
Despite all the ways that I believe this piece could be better developed, I am satisfied
with the outcome of my thesis process. I believe most of my satisfaction comes from
the support of my committee and cast. It leads me back to the self-reflective question
of what I most value as a choreographer: I think I am looking for personal growth, not
just mine, but the growth of my dancers and the growth of my audience through
reflection, through understanding. Perhaps simply put, I use my art to get to know the
other person better, to find connection with those in the audience and those on stage. I
believe connection, through the
choreographic process and through

Image 3.14 Thesis Committee Celebration

performance, will inevitably facilitate
personal growth. I have only to thank the
people who were willing to participate,
work with me, and support me in this
endeavor. As the culminating product of
my studies at University of Hawai‘i at
Mānoa what I learned most through this
thesis is how much we all rely on each
other. I couldn’t have created this work
without them!
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SUPPLEMENTAL NON-TEXTUAL MATERIALS
Video
Polyphony, Opus 42. In Concert February 29th 2020.
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1EmQIJn9SkBRdyKWXsqp3McqCBKlduhPe
Polyphony, Opus 42. (4.5 min edit).mp4
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1xTODYcHPoNvGU5JE6HfRE-9J-dFcFRvA

Website
Polyphony, Opus 42. Website
https://opus42.webnode.com

Google Drive
Videos & Music / Thesis / Photos / Choreographic Documents
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/14PHU1PaRje1iwLZuArsJm09Ix3dEneaO
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